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!.INTRODUCTION 
A.Historical Background of the Carbon 
and Ribbon Industry 
l.General Background 
The carbon and ribbon industry in America is app-
roximately one hundred years old. It is not known exactly 
when the first carbon paper was produced for sale,but records 
do show that a book of sheet carbon paper was available for 
Christmas sales in 1866*. We can assume that experiments had 
been going on prior to that date,thus making the production 
of carbon paper approx~mately one hundred years old. The 
development of ribbons was also taking place during the 1860's 
and resulted first in the production of a hektograph ink re-
production process**• In this probess a ~ specially inked rib-
bon deposits a chemical on the master sheet after being struck 
by the t ype face,and by using a gelatin repDoductive solution 
additional copies of the original typing can be secured. 
Typewriters were gradually evolving through the mid-
dle 1 800's,with many different varieties and ideas being tried. 
In 1867,three Milwaukee residents invented the first pract-
ical machine*"'~*. By 1874 sufficient improvements had been 
made by the inventors and their contractor,E.Remington & Sons, 
to place the Remington machine on the market for. sale. This 
* 6,p.l 
** 7,p.3 
~H~* 4,p.645 
typewriter incorporated most of the features of the stand-
ard typewriters of today*. 
During the early 1880's machinery was developed to 
take care of the entire carbon coating process using substan-
tially the same method as at present. In 1889 ,F.S.Webster, 
founder of the F.S.Webster Company of Cambridge, lVIassachusetts, 
manufacturers of carbons and ribbons,developed an ink ed rib-
bon which produced non-filling,sharp,clear characters on the 
paper*-i". Previous to this development typewriter ribbons had 
produced a very muddy impres s ion and left much to be desired 
in appearance~~**. Thus, by 1 890, the carbon and ribbon indus-
try was taking shape--carbon coating machinery was available, 
satisfactory inked ribbons were available,and typewriters 
were being accepted in commercial sale. The satisfactory per-
formance of carbons,ribbons,and typewriters changed the met-
hod of typewriter duplication fr om the hektograph process to 
t he ribbon and carbon process. 
Coincident with the development of t he typewriter 
came the introduction of other business ma chines which aided 
in revolutionizing t h e making and keeping of business records. 
Further impetus to the budding carbon and ribbon industry was 
added as these new machines came into use. Through the int-
ervening years the variety and complexity of business machines 
* 4,p.645 
** 7,p.3 
*** 7,p.3 
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has gro\m steadily, culminating in the extensive use of el-
ectric machines at the present time. 
Not only have the manufacturers of business equip-
ment kept pace with the demands of the American economy,they 
have also built an ever increasing standard of quality into 
them. The result is that the life expectancy of such mach-
ines is from 150-200% of that orig inally estimated*. 
As the result of the expanding American economy 
and the longevity of use being built into business machines, 
the base of sales for the carbon and ribbon industry has con-
tinued to grow through t h e years. 
2.Carter's Ink Co. 
The Carter 1 s Ink Co., Cambridge , !~iassachusetts, was 
organized in 1858. F'irst products manufactured were, as its 
name indicates,inks,followed by adhesives of various t yp es. 
Just prior to 1900 the production of ribbons was begun;sev-
eral years later the initial production of carbons started. 
The operating activities of the company were then divided in-
to the Inks and Adhesives Division and the Carbon and Ribbon 
Division • . At the present time the sales volume of the two 
divisions is equal, with the Carbon and Ribbon Division reach-
ing this position in the last decade. 
Carter's no w ranks in the top ten in sales of car~ 
* 15 
7 
bon and ribbon products*. Excluding industrials,sales per 
year total over 750,000 boxes of carbon and 200,000 dozen 
ribbons. Sales have shown a consistent increase each year 
since 1946 when the availability of materials returned to 
normal after World War II. Much of this increase can be at-
tributed to the expanding base of the carbon and ribbon in-
dustry. There is no reason to believe that this base will 
not continue to grow in the future. New developments in the 
fiel d of electric business machines will contribute to the 
base of the industry;in addition,the industry itself haa de-
veloped new ribbons made of nylon cloth and carbon paper rib-
bons which give promise of a future sales growth. The man-
a gement of Carter's Ink Co.,therefore,looks for continued 
growth in its Carbon and Ribbon Division. 
B.Competition in the Carbon and Ribbon Industry 
'There are approxima teJy one-hundred forty compan-
ies manufacturing carbons and ribbons at the present time**• 
The exact npmber is not known because there are many compan-
ies which are very small or which use their carbon and ribbon 
production in other operations of their business. Only forty 
of the one-hundred forty companies have sales of any magnitude 
* 15 
it·* 15 
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at all. As mentioned previously,Carter's ranks in the top 
ten in sales volume. 
The carbon and ribbon sales field _ can be divided 
into four general categories: 
l.sales to stationery retailers and wholesalers 
2.sales to governments and large industrial cust-
omers 
3.sales of "one-time" carbons 
4.sales to business machine manufacturers for 
resale under their own name 
From its organization in 1858 the Carter's Ink Co. 
concentrated its sales efforts in the Inks and Adhesives Div-
ision in sales to retailers and outlets of that type. When 
carbons and ribbons were introduced sales efforts were dir-
ected to these outlets also. The company's growth has come 
from this area. Carter's did venture into the field of "one-
time" carbons a number of years ago but later withdrew. "One-
time" carbons are those made for "snap-out" forms and other 
forms in which the carbon is supplied with the copy paper. A 
tremendous volume of business is needed,however,to justify 
the expenses involved in setting up such production. 
As with "one-time" carbons,sales of carbons and rib-
bons to governments and large industrial customers require a 
very large volume of business to be profitable. The Carter's 
Ink Co. withdrew from this sales field during World War II. 
Sales in this field now come through its regular retail and 
9 
wholesal er channels. Only reently has Carter's entered in-
to the fourth sales category,but the prospects in this field 
are good and will be a profitable activity in the years ahead. 
Many of the smaller companies concentrate on the 
second and third sales fields where material and equipment 
costs are low and ma chine utilization high. Five of the lar-
gest ten companies are active in all four fields,while the 
other five concentrate on one or two fields. Carter's is in 
the latter group. 
But regardless of the sales field entered into,the 
competition is very keen. This competition is based almost 
entirely upon quality and service. The various weights of 
paper,kinds of finish,and types of carbons are s tandard thro-
ughout the industry;the same applies to the kinds of cloth and 
degrees of inking for ribbons. Consequently t he competition 
must be based upon quality and service. How this affects 
Carter's Ink Co. will be outlined in the next section of this 
chapter. 
C. Need for Refined Production Control Systems 
In view of the company's continued growth in the 
carbon and ribbon field,recent developments in the field of 
industrial sales,and the highly competitive market in the car-
bon and ribbon trade,the management of Carter's Ink Co. req-
uested in 1952 that a carbon and ribbon production control 
10 
program designed to place the company in the strongest pos-
sible position be instituted. Although approxima tely 85% of 
company revenue (Carbon and Ribbon Division) is derived from 
the sale of products sold in standard sizes of carbon or sta-
ndard inking s and spooling s of ribbons,much material value 
and production time must be allocated to the remaining 15% of 
revenue. Customer service,however,does not dif ferentiate be-
tween the "stock" items ~85%) and "non-stock" items (15%), 
and a production control system designed to maintain excel-
lent ser vice was desired# . 
In addition to the general objectives stated above, 
the management of the company also desired a production con-
trol system which would: 
l.fix responsibility on one department for all 
production planning 
2.separate planning from performance* 
3.coordinate sales,inventory,and production plans 
closely 
4.plan for secular and cyclical changes in 
sales** 
5.determine production requirements on both a 
long-run and short-term basis*** 
# "Customer" as used in this report includes both eu stomer 
orders sent directly to the factory for processing and bran-
ches replenishing their stocks. 
~r 1 ,p. 546 
iH~ 2 ,p • 71 
*i~* 2 ,p. 70 
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6.act as a balancing factor between Sales and 
Manufacturing 
7.improve materials and inventory controls 
8.improve cost controls through coordination 
of factory paper work** 
9.improve forms used in factory operations 
lO.allow flexibility in manufacturing operations 
for greatest production department eff i ciency 
It should not be inferred from the above statement 
of objectives that a production control system was not in ef-
feet when management made its request late in 1952. The sy-
stem,however,did not meet the objectives above and refinements 
or revisions were desired. The carbon and ribbon con trol pro-
g rams outlined in this report are the result. 
Preliminary work on manegment's request was begun 
early in 1953 with the assistance of a management consultant 
who worked with the Planning Department and members of the 
factory supervisory staff on the carbon control program. The 
groundwork for the control program to be outlined later was 
laid at that time;the program contained in this report re-
presents the writer's refinement of the systems worked out 
in 1953. 
A ribbon control program was not instituted at that 
time. The program outlined herein is designed to improve 
ribbon control activities so that management's request is met. 
* 14 
-~~* 3 ,p. 451 
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Quality and equipment tolerances,which are very 
tight,often necessitate changes in production plans and sch-
edules. Accordingly the control programs outlined in this 
I 
report are designed to satisfy management's seemingly oppos-
ed objectives of having the Planning Department exercise 
rig id production controls and yet allowing to the production 
departments the greatest degree -of flexibility possible in 
its operations in order to adjust for the factors mentioned 
above. The writer believes the programs outlined satisfy 
the t win objectives. 
D.Approach to the Problem 
The production control techniques for carbon prod-
uction are very much different from those applicable to rib-
bon production. The basic work of the Planning Department is 
similar for each department,but the reduetion of basic plans 
to operating schedules and controls for each department in-
volves different approaches to the control program establish-
ed. For these reasons the presentation of the carbon a nd rib-
bon contr ol program will be divided into two chapters--the 
first chapter to deal with the carbon control program,and the 
second chapter with the ribbon control program. Prior to pre-
senting the two chapters dealing with the departmental prod-
uction control programs a chapter of this report will deal 
with the work of the Planning Department in establishing 
13 
basic plans. 
Each control program has a focal point around whi ch 
its operations center. For carbon,this focal point is the 
roll and sheet stock,which is the final step in semi-finish-
ed processing. For ribbon t here is a focal point for those 
ribbons whi ch can be considered as "stock" items,and another 
point for ribbons which are manufactured strictly for cust-
omers' orders. "Stock" ribbons are those spoolings and ink-
ings whi ch are in sufficient demand to ·warrant their being 
made up in advance of customers ' orders;the focal point here 
is the spooling operation. 
For ribbons requiring special inkings for customers' 
orders the focal point is the inking operation. The amount 
of cloth required for such orders is generally sufficiently 
small to make it unwise to stock it in advance of the order . 
For this reason the inking operation becomes the focal point 
of this portion of the ribbon control program. 
Finished goods processing ordered by the Planning 
Department begins at the focal points of control mentioned 
above, Accordingly,since the production of a special item 
to f ~ll a customer order or for stock storage of finished goods 
vitally affects the control points,it is imperative that the 
Planning Department know this effect on the semi - finished 
stocks in order that it can keep these stocks to a level ade-
quate for filling not only the present order but also estim-
ated future orders. In order to do this,the Planning Depart-
14 
ment exercises a control over the shipping orders;the order 
cl erk processing shipping order s is under the supervision of 
the Planning Department . To show the relation of the two 
control systems,that portion of the shipping order control 
function ¥n1ich directly affects the semi-finished stock con-
trol will be d iscussed. 
The necessary forms used in the carbon and rib-
bon control pnograms are included in this report in the Ap-
pendix. It should also be pointed out here that each of the 
control programs is broken dovm into smaller programs or ele-
ments of control to correspond to each major step in the man-
ufacturing pro·cess. It will thus be possible to isolate each 
step in the manufa cturing process and develop a control pro-
gram f or it. 
The final chapter of this report will conta in con-
clusions on the values derived from the ca rbon and ribbon 
cdmtrol programs d eveloped herein , and recornmenda tions for 
act i on to be taken when such action is beyond the authority 
of t he writer. 
E. Summary 
The Carbon and Ribbon Di vision of Carter's Ink Co. 
has experienced a steady growth in its volume of business 
since its inception fifty years ago. In a fiel d as h i ghly 
15 
compe titive as t h e carbon and ribbon industry t h is growt h 
indicates t hat the company's products are continuing to meet 
cu s tomer approval. It is important, however,that the quality 
of service be maintained at the highest level possible so 
that the division's growth can be continued. To do this re-
quires t_ e most efficient use possible of the materials of 
production and the most effective controls possible to see 
that customer service is maintained at a high level of qual-
ity. Such was management's desire in instituting a carbon 
and ribbon production control program. The report which fol-
lows is the development of that program. 
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II .PLANNI NG DEPAR!1~ENT PROCEDURES 
A.Position of Planning Department 
The Planning Departments of the Carbon and Rib-
bon and Inks and Adhesives Divisions of Carter's Ink Co. are 
organized as staff departments,giving facilitation service* 
to the manufactur i ng departments. Planning is also a func-
tional department** by having control over finished and semi-
finished inventories and by controlling the worlt flow through 
the factory. The two planning departments are directly res-
ponsible to the Production and Inventory Control l\!Ianager, 
and,through him)indirectly responsible to the Controller. 
The Carbon and Ribbon Planning Department is the 
coordinating agency for the diverse activities of sales de-
mand , purchases and inventories,manufacturing operations,fin-
ished stock processing,and shipping-IH:·-l~. Its authority is 
limited,however,to that necessary to facilitate production****; 
it does not have direct supervisory aothority over plant per-
sonnel*****· Planning acts as a balancing factor between 
Sales and Manufacturing , coordinating the two"~*-lHHr*. In add-
ition,the Planning Department seeks to obtain closer cooper-
ation between all departments of the company*""*i\·**"'r;an exam-
* 2,p.67 
·-~~ 14 
~'"~'"~*' 1 'p. 545 
-!HHB~ 1 'p • 548 
*-l<*-l:·-l< 14 
-IHH<*** 14 
*-lr** -IH~*3 , p • 82 
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ple of this occurs when forms design and operations are 
being con sider ed. All departments interested are consulted 
and the forms ar e coordinated for the most efficient use by 
each d epartment. 
The Carbon and Ribbon Planning Department is more 
clo sely connected with shipping order control than its count-
erpart in the Inks and Adhesives Division. Inks and Adhes-
ives are made to standard or specified packages for the most 
part,while carbons and ribbons are made not only in standard 
packages,but also in m~ny,many variations thereof. ~anufact­
uring activities,therefore,may be clas sified as mixed stock 
and custom manufacturing* or as production of both standard 
products and to special orders**· Shipping order contr ol is 
a very important activity in the Planning Department 1 s work; 
this acti vity is discussed in Chapter V of this report. 
Because production is divided into separate oper-
ations of varying degrees of time and complexity,coordination 
through a definite directive agency is necessary***;this 
a gency is the Carbon . and Ribbon Planning Department. How-
ever,because of mixed stock and custom manufacturing,a comp-
letely centralized or a completely decentralized method of 
production control**** will not work. The partly centralized 
method is used;this method provides central control while per-
* 2,p.74 
** 5,p.611 
*** 2,p.70 
**** 5, p .614 
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mitting greater flexibility within the operating depart-
ments to care for everyday happenings"~. Planning receives 
and anal yzes orders,determines production requirements,est-
ablishes dates of work completion,and then issues production 
orders to the factory. Production departments are then res-
ponsible for planning and controlling their activities to make 
the quantity required by the completion date established. 
By means of daily reports the Planning Department determines 
production progress and revises its plans if necessary. 
As mentioned above,the Planning Department is the . 
coordinating agency between Sales and Manufacturing. Accord-
ingly,the Planning Department must at all times have know-
ledge of sales plans affecting materials specifications,manu-
facturing schedules,and operations. By having this inform-
ation it can better coordinate Sales and Manufacturing. 
Because of the responsibility placed on the Plan-
ning Department for inventory and production planning and fol-
low-up and because of its coordinating activities between the 
various departments of the company,the Carbon and Ribbon Plan-
ning Department renders a valuable service in filling cust-
omer orders. 
B.Overall Sales,Production,and Inventory Planning 
The overall production requirements of the Carbon 
* 5,p.615 
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and Ribbon Division are geared to a predetermined program 
of sales and inventory objectives which management expects 
to attain*. 
It is necessary,therefore,to first establish a 
sales forecast for a coming period of time. This sales fore-
cast acts as a production guide for a manufacturing prog ram 
which will insure a supply of merchandise in advance of cus-
tamer orders while keeping inventories in proportion to de-
mand**· Two sales forecasts are developed--the Sales Depart-
ment establishes a dollar forecast for coming activity while 
the Planning Department makes a forecast on a unit basis. 
Planning Department sales cards,Figures I and II,are used for 
this purpose. 
Agreement between the two forecasts must be reach-
ed before further planning is done. In addition to a gree-
ment on the sales forecasts,Planning must also reach a greement 
with the Controller on inventory policy for the period be-
ing outlined. Inventory policy is very important in the 
Carbon and Ribbon Division because of the eleven branch sales 
offices which are maintained;their finished stock inventor-
ies must be taken into consideration wijen planning product-
ion,even though the control of these inventories does not 
rest with the Production and Inventory Control Manager. Tot-
al company inventory is the guide on inventory control. 
* ll,pp.940-942 
** 5,p.619 
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Having reached agreement on sales forecasts and 
inventory policies,the Planning Department is then in pos-
ition to lay out its overall production plans. Sales,pro-
duction,and inventory estimates are established for each 
month; every effort is made -to keep a stable level of employ-
ment throughout the year. Because of the varying number of 
days in each month,finished production may cause at certain 
periods of the year an .actual inventory level which is not 
consistent with inventory policy. Overall production or in-
ventory plans are adjusted for this condition,keeping employ-
ment level fluctuations as small as possible. 
When the overall master plans have been agreed to 
by top management,the Planning Department next breaks these 
estimate s into plans for "Controlled" and "Non-controlled" 
classific§tions. These classifications will be outlined in 
the next two sections of this chapter. It should be noted 
here that the branch inventories will not fluctuate during 
the year because the branches replace their sales to a fixed 
quota;the Boston inventory,therefore,is planned to take the 
fluctuations in overall inventories that the master plan has 
established. This applies to both controlled and non-cont-
rolled inventories. 
The Planning Department assumes a watchdog func-
tion* on sales,production,and inventory activity,making ad-
justments to its plans as required. Major ad justments or 
* 9, p .l36 
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r evisions are mad e as soon as final sales reports for a 
quarter a r e in,or after a company-wide inventory has b een 
taken. This k e eps t h e frequency of major revisions down to 
a workable number since a major revision calls for a r eview 
of all factors of sales,production,and inventory activ ity. 
A r evision is cons i dered as a new plan and all intere s ted 
d epartments are consulted before a new plan is put into ef-
f ect. This is part icularly important because t he Sal e s De-
partment may have ideas or plans underway to counteract any 
slumping of sales or know whether an increase will continue, 
while the Inventory Manager will - know of any chang es in i n-
ventory policy. Changes in production requirements ar e made 
with an eye to making any employment fluctuations as smooth 
a s possible while satisfying inventory requirements. 
In Chapters III and IV of this report will be out-
lined t h e me t hods by which the ov erall plans are br ok en down 
f urth er into detailed monthly, weekly,and daily s chedules,and 
how,af ter product i on is completed,the fi gure s are derived 
which a re t h e ba s is of t h e reviews of t h e overall plans. 
C .Product i on of "Stock" Items 
The Carbon a nd Ri bbon Planning Department is res-
ponsible fo r d e t er mining what items a r e to be made up in ad-
vance of customers• orders for them,and in what quantity they 
are to b e stock ed. Th ese "stock " items fall into t wo class-
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ifica tions: 
l.considerable volume of sales 
2.smaller volume of sales 
The first group of items are called "Controlled" 
because the sales,production,and inventory of these items 
is estimated by the Planning Department. A special t ype of 
control card,different from the master sales card,is used; 
see Figure II in the Appendix. This card has provision for 
estimated sales,production,and Boston inventory. For control-
led items a complete record of these three activities is 
maintained. 
Controlled carbon items account for 85% of unit 
box sales of the carbon department. , As will be explained 
later a rigid control is maintained by the Planning Depart-
ment over these items because they account for such a high 
percentag e of the units sold in the course of the year. In 
addition to boxes,95% of folder sales and 75% of autographic 
register roll sales are represented by items which Planning 
controls. Detailed control cards are maintained for each of 
these groups. 
An equal number of it:ems (150) belong in the group 
which is called 11 Stoclctr, but Whose volume of sales is not 
large enough to be contr olled by the Planning Department. 
This second group QS maintained in inventory through a min-
imum-maximum stock replacement system. Shipping personnel 
assemble orders,and it is this group of workers who advise 
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the Planning Department when one of this second group,or 
"shelf-controlled'' items as they are called,needs replace-
ment. More stock is made up when the shelf supply has been 
withdrawn to the point that only two weelcs stock remains on 
the shelf. The Planning Department issues the necessary pro-
duction order and follows the production progress to be sure 
the stock is made up promptly. Because the withdrawal from 
stock,or usage of this group,is not predictable,for Planning 
Department purposes they are called non-controlled and are 
included with "Non-stock" items in production thinking. 
Summarizing,"stock 11 carbon items are made up of con-
trolled items and that portion of non-contr olled items which 
is ordered on a minimum-maximum replacement basis. The box-
ing control system to be outlined in Chapter III deals prim-
arily with the production of controlled carbon items. 
Ribbon stock items are handled in much the same way, 
being divided into controlled and shelf-controlled clas s ific-
ations. The shelf-controlled group,however,contains both 
finished stock and an ~.unboxed 11 stock on the production floor. 
Unboxed stock consists of ribbons partially made up,but which 
are available to be finished into one of several branded lines 
as called for. Several lines may use the same type of cloth 
and inking and can be interchanged as required. For r elat~ 
ibely small usage items the unboxed stock is set up so that 
a number of brands can be handled more efficiently. As with 
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carbon,contr olled items are scheduled by the production 
scheduler from overall and master plans drawn up by t h e 
planner. The boxing control system to be descr ibed in Chap-
ter IV deals primarily with these controlled items. 
For finished shelf-contr olled items t he workers 
assembling orders advise the Planning Department when more 
stock is needed. The Planning Department issues the neces-
sary production orders and maintains the fol low-up on pro-
duction progress. For unboxed shelf-controlled items a slight-
ly different ordering system is used. Ribbon department per-
sonnel are responsible for advising the Planning Department 
when more stock is needed. From this point,the s ystem is the 
same as t hat for the replenishment of finished stock items. 
Summar izing ,"stock " ribbon items are made up of controlled 
items and that portion of non-controlled items which is ord-
ered on a minimum- maximum replacement basis ,whether they be 
located in t he inventory area or in the production depart~ 
ment . 
It should be pointed out here that the Plann i ng 
Department thinking is i n terms of contr olled and non-con t-
rolled categories rather than stock and non-stock categories. 
In the case of carbon a small percentage of coating require-
ments is devoted to non-controlled usage. For ribbon,how-
ever,this percentag e is very much higher,with unboxed and 
finished shelf-controlled stock making up an i mportant part 
of inking requirements. How this condition is handled is 
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outlined in Chapter IV. 
The terms 11 stoclc 11 and 11 non-stoclc 11 apply not only 
to fin ished items ready for sale but also to the semi-fin-
ishes--coated carbons and inked ribbon cloth. Of 185 coated 
carbons only twelve are not carried in stock. These twelve 
carb ons are specialized and can be u s ed only for restricted 
customers;th ey are made up as ordel"S are r eceived. All other 
carbons are used very regularly and some s tock of them is 
kept on hand at all times. 
Inked ribbon cloth is a diff erent story, howeve r , 
because of the tremendous variety of inkings possible. Ap-
proximately sixty k i nds of inked cloth ha~e an averag e month-
ly usag e h i gh enough to be carried in stock. These sixty 
inking s account for 90% of inking production. Cloth requirea 
for t h e boxing of controlled items is ordered by the ~lan­
ning Departmen t on the basis of the boxing plan and a month-
ly inventory of cloth on hand. Cloth required for shel f -
contr olled items and unboxed sto ck items is ordered on min-
i mum- ma xi mum replacement systems. All other inkings ar e con-
sidered non-stock. 
The number and type of ca rbon and ribbon items 
whi ch are considered stock varies dur ing the year . Two maj or 
revisions of sto cl:: lists and quotas are 1 ad e each year, but 
additional revisions are made if condit ions warrant them. 
Based upon its sales and production records the Planning De-
partment is_responsible for making these revisions. 
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D.Production of "Non-Stock" Items 
As the name implies,the production of 11 non-stock 11 
and non-controlled carbon and ribbon items is governed by 
sa les demand for them. The Planning Department limits plan~ 
ning in this area to providing the semi-finished mater i a ls 
if possible,and to maintaining a production follow-up;the 
latter a ctivity will be outlined in Chapter V of t his report. 
In t he non-stock category of carbon products are 
bo xed sizes other than standard,standard sizes not stock ed, 
reams,binders,jackets,kraft and special autographic register 
rolls, sheets of carbon, specialty folders and non-s to cl{ f old-
ers,and many oth er items. Ribbon non-stock items result from 
requests for special degrees of inking ,bicolor combinations 
other t han black and red, wide ribbons for addressograph and 
other specialty machines ,ribbons for industrial use,and spec-
ial cloths. Provision for these non-stock items is mad e by 
providing coated carbon as outlined in Chapter III,or through 
the ink ing control system outlined in Chapter IV. 
It can be seen that the possible varie ty of non-
stock items for carbons and ribbons is very l arge and a pro-
duction contr ol sys tem for them could become very complex. 
Consideration has been gi~en to the use of control boards ~nd 
other me chanical systems f or the production contr ol activity; 
some of these considered,but rejected,are: 
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l.pocket racl{s 
2 .hool{ boards 
3.pocket or grooved strip board s 
4.spring-clip boards 
s.tape or str i ng board s 
6 .Visible-Index boards 
7.pictorial boards 
8 . Gantt charts-It-
These methods have been rejected as be ing too com-
plex for the f ollowing reasons: 
l.production follo ws a standard procedure for 
each type of non-stock item 
2.simple ma nu.facturine- O!lerations are involved 
3.absence of compleoc parts and assemblies 
4. short manufacturing c:rcle 
It should be noted that although the volume of su ch 
work a ccounts for 10-20% of sales, f rom 25-40% of the product-
ion employees in the two departments are engaged in produc-
ing t h e se items. The specialized nature of the finished pro-
duct cau s es t h e relatively high percentage of employees be-
ing engag ed in this production. Manufacturing time required 
is short,however;for this r ea son the wr iter believes that 
formal production contr ol s ys tems would be cumbersome and un-
neces sary. Control is exer cised t hrough the shipping order 
contr ol systems to be outlined in Chapter V and through t h e 
~t- 2,pp.l91-206 
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operational planning and control systems within :the fin-
ishing departments. More complex systems would not justify 
the expense of setup and operation. 
Summarizing sections C and D of this chapter,we 
find that the controlled portion of the stock items operates 
under a centralized planning and control system,while the non-
controlled portion of the s tock i terns and all non-steele i terns 
operate under a decentralized planning and control system. 
The production planning and control systems of the Carbon 
and Ri bbon ~ivision of Carter's Ink Co.,ther efore,can be class-
ified as partly centralized systems. 
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III.DEVELOPMENT OF CARBON CONTROL PROGRAM 
A.Carbon Manufacturing Process 
The manufacture of a sheet of carbon paper is a 
very exacting process requiring accurate machinery,proper 
carbon mixtures,highly skilled carbon coating operators,and 
care~ul selection of raw tissues. Carbon paper is available 
in many different weights of paper,colors of finish,ty.pes of 
finish,for both typewriter and pen and pencil use. In ad-
dition,specialized machines such as electric typewriters and 
accounting machines often require a different set of variants 
because of the construction or operation of such machines. 
Furthermore,many carbons manufactured by Carter's Ink have a 
back identification which must be printed before the carbon 
mixture is applied to the tissue;this further complicates the 
manufacturing process and requires a control system of its 
own which is separate fro m the coating control system. Also, 
many carbons requir e an a g ing period after coating to allow 
the carbon to penetrate the tissue. It can be seen,therefore, 
that the manufacture of a sheet of carbon paper is not an ov-
ernight process and does require the coordination of many 
control systems to insure that carbons meeting the variants 
mentioned above are available for sale when required. 
In general,carbon paper is made by flo wing a melt-
ed mixture of waxes,colors,and oils very thinly on a: contin-
uous web of tissue paper*. ·where back identification is re-
"" 6,p.2 
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quired,this will have been applied in a separate printing 
operation prior to the coating process. The carbon mixture 
mentioned above is caused to clinch to the tissue by having 
the paper passed over hot or cold cylinders after the mix-
ture has been applied. After coating,the rolls of coated 
tissue are stored for an aging period according to the type 
of paper,finish,mixture,or non-curling treatment used in the 
coating process. To prepare for boxing,the aged roll must 
be reeled and cut to a practical size for handling;the reel-
ing operation consists of unwinding the roll of carbon on to 
a larger wheel which can be adjusted to meet the requirements 
of cutting. The cut sheets are then inspected to cull out 
any defectives and are then cut once again to the smaller 
size needed for boxing or other use. 
The standard sizes of boxed carbon supplied by the 
industry are Bt inches wide by ll,lli ,l3,1~~ ,14,or 14i inch-
es long. These sizes match the standard sizes of copy paper 
used of &~ inches wide by ll,l3,or 14 inches long ;the t inch 
additional length mentioned in three of the standard sizes 
above makes up a so-called "pull-out" size,enabling the user 
to grasp the protruding carbon and more easily separate copy 
and carbon papers. In addition to the standard sizes of box-
ed carbon,aged carbon is also used in carbon paper ribbons, 
autographic register rolls,binders,jackets,odd-sizes of sheets, 
and many other specialized applications. 
It can be seen,therefore,that the number of fin-
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ished products which can be made from aged carbon is many 
and varied. To develop a separate production control sys-
tem for each type of product would introduce complexities 
of control which do not appear warranted. Accoftdingly,all 
the finishing operations for these items which can be consid-
ered stock are to be controlled by the boxing control system 
to be outlined in section D-9 of this chapter. Separate 
control sy stems will be developed for the semi-finishing man-
ufacturing operations and the focal point of control - the 
roll and sheet stock inventory. 
B.Former Production Control Systems 
Prior to 1953 the production control systems of 
the carbon department were generally based upon the replace-
ment &f an item in a quantity of production which would build 
the inventory to a fixed usage quota;the control systems were 
loose in that the operating department performed many of the 
control functions itself. Follow-up and control by the Plan-
ning Department was exercised primarily through comparison 
of actual versus planned total activity. It can be readily 
appreciated that such controls do not meet the standards con-
sidered desirable for efficient management and make for an 
extremely loose inventory situation. These were two of the 
reasons why the management of Carter's Ink Co. instituted 
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studies culminating in the carbon control program contain-
ed in this report. 
Inasmuch as changes have been made in the prod-
uction control systems for the activities involved in making 
carbon paper products,and since these changes will be dis-
cussed in detail in the following sections of this chapter, 
the systems in effect prior to 1953 will be outlined only 
briefly in order to establish the background for the revised 
systems. 
The monthly production planning and scheduling 
work consisted of laying out a monthly coating plan based 
upon a roll and she et inventory taken by the operating de-
partment. The number of yards of a particular carbon to be 
coated was determined by comparison of the actual inventory 
with a quota for that carbon. Planning for a carbon was not 
extended beyond the current month;paper was purehased on a 
stock-level system. Coating was frequently controlled by the 
receipt or availability of paper rather than by a long-range 
plan of requirements and desired delivery dates. The month-
ly plan based upon an inventory of roll and sheet stock also 
produced fluctuations on coating requiremants which were not 
properly correlated to machine and :rp.anpovrer planning. Fur-
thermore,long-ran~t planning in machine and manpower require-
ments was not undertaken,so that fluctuating boxing require-
ments adversely affected the coating ordered from the fact-
ory. Boxing r3quirements,by catalog numbers,were not laid out 
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in ~etail,and stocks of coated carbon were not a d justed 
to meet changing boxing requirements. 
Monthly printing needs were derived from the coat-
ing requirements;a detailed printing schedule was not laid 
out. It should be pointed out also that both coating and 
printing were ordered in small quantities;to an extent this 
condition resulted from the lack of a coord inated monthly 
plan for either coating or printing . The efficiencies of long 
production runs were lost because all planning was centered a-
round a one-month production requir ement;how this condition 
has been remedied will be explained in section D-1 below. 
The weekly production planning and scheduling act-
ivities consisted of supplying the factory with boxing,coat-
ing, p rinting ,and carb on mixtures schedules. The coating and 
printing sch e duling activities have been outlined above;box-
ing and mixtures schedules were ba s ed upon inv entories t a k en 
b y t h e f a ctory each week. Production follo w- up consisted of 
dail y che cks by t h e Planning Department for coating a n d print-
ing ,and the weekly i nven tories of b ox es and mi x tur es. 
Prior to 1 953,ag ing ,roll stock,and sh e e t stock con-
t r ol s y stems we r e not in ef f ect. Th e aging of carbon was not 
t h e ser ious p roblem it is at t h e pre s ent time b e cause a d if-
f e ren t back trea t ment fo r non-curling was in use; h owever ,th e 
a g ing of carb on has a pronounced ef f ect on its quality,and 
t h e lack of proper cont rol systems opened wid e the avenues 
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of customer complaints if the carbon were not ag ed long 
enough. This serious loophole has been plugged by the in-
stitution of an aging control system. Finally,the lack of 
proper roll and sheet stock control systems left the focal 
point of all carbon finishing activities uncoordinated to the 
o~erall carbon production planning activities;the heart of 
a carbon control program did not exist . 
From the above discussion it can be seen t ha t only 
a rudimentary production planning and control system exist-
ed. Changes were in order ~ many were made in 1953 by the 
writer and other s interested ~n t he problem. The systems 
outlined below are those which,in the opinion of the writer, 
a re b est d es i gned to achieve maximum production and invent-
ory effi ciency without detriment to custome r service. 
C.Focal Point of Control 
As pointed out in Chapter I of this repor t the 
fo cal point of con t r ol for t he carbon control program is the 
roll and she e t stock. This i s the final s tep in the semi-
finishing proces sing operations. From a roll and she e t s tock 
status t he co a ted carbon is made up in many f orms and sizes 
in the finishing op era tions according to customer demand. 
Separate contr ol systems are outlined for the r oll 
and shee t stocks. These sys tems are de s i gned to mainta in 
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a dequate inventories of coated carbon in a f orm which per-
mits t h e gr eatest flexibility of end use. 
D.Revised Production Control Systems 
The remainder of this chapter will be d evoted to 
the revised production control sy s tems for the carbon depart-
ment as developed b y the writer and others during 1953. 
Monthly planning and scheduling systems will be outlined fir-
st, follo wed by the breakdov.rn in to weelrly and daily planning 
systems, and t h en proceeding to t h e ind ividual contr ol sy s tems. 
l.Monthl y production planning and scheduling 
As explained in Chapter II,a distinction is mad e in 
the Plann ing Department thinking between those carbon items 
which sell in suff icient quantity to be considered controlled 
items,and those which ar e eith er produced on a minimum-max-
imum stock replacement basis or are made to customer order. 
The Planning Department reviews the factory production per-
fprmance at the conclusion of each month;after taking into 
consideration the sales and inventory activity for t h e same 
period,Planning advises the operating department of the req-
uired production for the follo wing month (Figure III). Ad-
justments in production requirements will not be made on the 
basis of the previous month's pr~Uction performance alone, 
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inasmu ch as sales and i nventory activity are of equal im-
portance. Every ef f ort is made to maintain a uniform working 
force;barring extreme fluctuations in sales or invantory all 
adjustments are spread over a t wo or three months period,so 
that personnel changes can be made in orderly fashion. 
Detailed monthly production plans are laid out by 
t h e pro duction planner for the following activities: 
l.boxing of controlled items 
2.carbon coating 
3. carbon mixtures,or 11 dopes'' as they are called 
4.pri nting and paper usage 
5.autographic register roll product i on 
The master boxing plan of controlled items (Figure 
IV) for any month is ba sed on the estimated production req-
uirement for a boxed carbon as der ived from the overall plan. 
Controlled items are divided into six grol~ s, wi th each in-
dividual item representing a percentage of its grour t otal; 
these percentages are revised periodically or as required 
by a chang ing sales pa ttern. Using t hese percentages t h e 
plann er can de te rmine estima ted sales,production, Boston inv-
entory,or other factors as needed. The controlled card used 
is Figure II in the Appendix. The Boston inventory is used 
as a guide in determining adjustments in production require-
ments. 
The "Est.Prod." fi gure on the master boxing plan 
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comes from the controlled sales card for the particular 
boxed catalog number. Any necessary adjustments are shovm 
in column 3,producing in column 4 the total requested prod-
uction for the month. Production is distributed to the var-
ious weeks,balancing the total production of t h e month in ac-
cordance with the number of days in each week. This balance 
keeps each work week in proper relationship to others so that 
the factory production rate is uniform throughout the month. 
"In process" work is conside r ed as part of the first week 's 
requirement. 
The last two columns of the master boxing plan show 
the provision made for computing the number of yards of coat-
ed carbon needed to produce the boxes listed. The "Box Yards" 
fi gure is transferred to column 2 of the master coating plan 
(Figure V). Column 3,"Est.Other Yards 11 ,refers to that port-
ion of a carbon's average monthly usag e which is NOT used in 
controlled boxing . The sum of columns 2 and 3 is the total 
ya rds of estimated usag e for the current month;adjustments 
are shown in column 4,and the "Net Yds, Req." folloVTs. The 
net yards required is carefully correla ted to the detailed 
monthly plan,or long-range plan (Figure VI),and to the est-
imated coating requirement determined from the overall plan. 
One of three production centers is designated for 
each carbon to be coated,followed by distribution of the pro-
duction through the month to produce an even load on the 
factory. The la s t four columns of the master coating plan 
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for the month show the computation of printed and raw paper 
requirements and the dope requirements. 
From the coating plan the monthly dope product-
ion schedule is next laid out by the planner;see Figure VII. 
Column 2 of this form, 11 Inv.Quota 11 ,refers to a seven days in-
~entory based upon an average monthly usage which the sched-
uler plans to maintain at all times;seven days inventory al-
lows the scheduler and the factory a reserve for unexpected 
requirements or changes in plans. There are some carbon 
dopes,however,which have an average monthly usage so small 
that it would be impractical to maintain an inventory. These 
are manufactured only when coating is required. Column 4 
shows the total requirement for any dope for the month;col-
umn 5,or "Pounds Make",reflects the difference between the 
total pounds needed and the inventory at the beg inning of the 
month. This production requirement is then distributed thr-
ough the month. Finally,for Stock eontrol Department use in 
purchasing chemicals,an estimated future usage is computed 
from the long-range coating plan. 
From the coating plan is also derived the r equire-
men t for both printed and raw paper. This usag e is shown run 
columns 13-17 inclusive of the "Paper Master Schedule" (Fig-
ure VIII). Taking into consideration the time of usage of 
a printed paper,the inventory at the first of the month 
(column 3),due date of any paper on order (column 4),and the 
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net printing requirement (column 6),the production plan-
ner lays out the monthly printing schedule in columns 8-12 
inclusive. In addition,an estimated future paper usage 
based on the long-range coating plan is indicated in columns 
1 8 ,19,and 20 for Stock Control Department use Paper is 
purchased by this department for the schedule laid out by 
the production planner. 
In addition to the above schedules,the production 
planner also issues an autographic register roll production 
schedule (Figure IX). This schedule is based on the Boston 
inventory,within the confines of the overall plan for this 
item and any adjustments for sales,production,or inventory 
activity in previous months. 
Copies of the monthly schedules are provided to 
the factory foremen directly responsible for t h e production 
r equested and to their superior,the general for eman of the 
carbon department. Copies of the dope and paper schedules 
are also provided for the Stock Control Eepartment as ex-
plained above. Copies of the monthly production schedules 
are also provided to other departments of the company when 
requested by them. 
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2 . V'ieel{ly production planning and scheduling 
Based on the monthly schedules laid out by the 
production planner,the production scheduler establishes his 
weekly schedules for the following activities: 
l.five boxing schedules • one per day 
2.carbon coating 
3.printing 
4.Grinding Room - dope manufacture 
In laying out his boxing schedules the production 
scheduler takes into consideration a special review of boxed 
carbon stocks made by him once a week;this review is design-
ed to establish the priority of production as well as to pick 
up any changes necessary in the monthly plans as the result 
of fluctuations in the usage of a stock item. Every effort 
is made t o keep two and one-half to three weeks finished car-
bon on the shelves at all times;the weekly review of the 
stock enables him to modify the master plan if withdrawals 
are being made faster than anticipated. Approximately 2% 
of controlled boxing capacity is available to the scheduler 
for additions to the master plan. Additions can also be made 
daily to the boxing schedules if the daily check of stocks 
by the factory indicates an aven faster withdrawal rate. One 
boxing schedule per day (Figure X) is released to the fact-
ory for the ·same day one week hence. Provision is made chn 
the boxing schedule,or load sheet as it is called,for fol~ 
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lowing production progress from the reeling to the fin-
ished boxing steps. 
Carbon coating and printing schedules or load 
sheets are issued on Fridays to cover a six day period from 
Thursday night to Friday night inclusive. Figures XI and XII 
are the coating and printing load sheet forms used in these 
schedules. Based on the daily production review made by the 
scheduler a new schedule is laid out to cover the carryover 
of one day from the previous schedule and the coming five 
days from the monthly plan. Considering machine capacities*, 
a schedule is made for each production center,of which there 
are t hree in carbon coating and one in printing . By laying 
out the schedules by production canters the factory foreman 
is allowed to move production orders fro ra machine to machine 
withi n the center to take advantage of production efficienc-
ies or other conditions. This flexibility is allowed to the 
factory as long as the coated carbon is completed within the 
time set by the scheduler. 
The Grinding Room weekly schedule issued on Mon-
days covers a seven day period,from Monday through Tuesday 
inclusive. This form is illustrated in Figure XIII in the 
Appendix. The weekly schedule is derived from the monthly 
plan. Manufacturing orders (Figure XVII) are issued at the 
time of the release of the schedule. 
~~ 3,p.83 
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A separate schedule is NOT issued for autographic 
re@ister roll production since the monthly planning form 
(Figure IX) has provisions for the recording of the product-
ion order numbers issued. One week's orders are issued on 
Thursday of the previous week to allow the factory time to 
prepare the slit carbon prior to manufacturing the finish-
ed rolls. 
All of the above schedules must be approved by the 
production planner before issuance. 
3.Daily production review 
A daily review of carbon production is made in 
three ways: 
l.actual production orders completed 
2.personal check with the foreman 
3.reports from t he production department 
All finished carbon production is sent to the inv-
entory and packup area on completion. The count on each item 
is verified before the production order is approved. These 
compl e ted orders ar e t h en turned in to the Planning Depart-
ment where they are checked off on the boxing schedules. 
Orders for non-controlled items ar e also :sent to the packup 
area,and,on completion,are turned in to the Planning Depart -
. 
ment. Figures XIV,XV,and XVI show the boxing production or-
der forms used. 
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From the completed orders received,the Planning 
Department can determine the production for any one day and 
the cumulative production to date. This inf ormation is used 
in ak ing up the work load summary discussed in Chapter V. 
Grinding Room production orders,Figure XVII,are 
also turned in to the Planning Department for checkoff a nd 
a record of production. These are the principal compl e ted 
orders received by the Planning Department and enable it t o 
develop a sta tus of production in the various factory areas. 
Supplementing the actual orders ,the prod~ct i on 
scheduler makes a dail y personal ehe ck of product ion pro5ress 
with t he fo r emen on : 
l.coating production 
2 .pr inting production 
3.sta t us of bo xing production 
Provision is made on the three weekl y schedules 
for a record of production (coating and printing ) or a stat-
us of production (boxing ). Adjustments to all three s ched-
ules can be talked over during these personal ch ecks and co-
operation on changes or expediting is furthered. Production 
problems can be outlined and ways to correct them planned; 
closer cooperation between the two departments * has result-
ed. The responsibility for the accuracy of the information 
g iven to the Planning Department in these da ily check s and 
* 3, p . 456 
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in reports sent t o the Planning Department is placed on the 
produ ction department"~ . This is part icularly true when the 
s tatus of a boxing order is considered becau s e of the neces-
sity of supplying the Sales Department with shipping dates 
for items in short supply. To forestall delays in shipwing , 
t he production scheduler must know the s tatus of all boxi ng 
orders**;the da ily check provides t h is information. 
The third s ource of i nformat ion on production pro-
gress is t h e records issued by the production department it-
self . These cons ist of summary reports on coating and print-
ing re sults (by ma chine),and dop e usage. These for~s are 
Figures ~JIII,XIX ,and XX in the Append ix. The former reports 
enable t h e s cheduler to compare total production per da y with 
t he p r oduction requirement per day set f orth in t h e monthly 
esti mate. Coupled with the manufactur ] ng orders for complet-
ed dope s,the dope usage report enables the Planning Depart-
men t to maintain its own dope inventory records;see Fi gure 
XXI. 
When setting up the eontrol sys tems to be outlined 
below consideration was given to the control char ts to be 
used. The relatively simple f orms illustrated in this report 
are bes t because the nature of the manufacturing processes 
of finished carbon is such that complex char ts and systems 
are unnecessary . The high degree of repetitive work ,relat-
·' 13,pp.ll8-ll9 
B,pp . Bl-82 
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ively fixed capacity for certain machines,the absence of 
sub-assemblies and parts,and the invariable methods of op-
eration of the machines-!~ make complex control forms unnec-
essary. The Gantt chart method of schedulingiH~ has been 
used in the relatively infrequent cases where extremely lar-
ge orders require special scheduling. 
4.Printing control system 
The control of printing production by the Planning 
Department consists of : 
l.proper scheduling 
2.availability of materials 
3.printing at the time scheduled 
4.printing in the quantity ordered 
On many of the carbons manufactured by Carter's Ink 
a back-printing is applied for identification;this is e spec-
ially t rue for typewriter carbons. A control of this a ct-
ivity is necessary because the same raw paper may be used f or 
several printed backs a~ well as f or unprinted carbons. With 
carbonizing tissue the most expensive element of a sheet of 
carbon paper,responsibility fo r the inventory of prin ted pap-
er must be vested in the Planning Eepartment. The product-
ion planner has the re sponsibility for the monthly paper us-
i~ 2,p.75 
-~'~* 5, chppter 28 
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a ge and printing plans;the production scheduler makes his 
weekly printing schedule from t h e monthly plan. The fa ctory 
is responsible for producing printed paper at t h e time or-
dered and in the quantity ord ered. 
The priority of printing is determined by the sch-
eduler in accordance with the overall plan for ptinting and 
coating. Subject to the restrictions imposed by a priority 
for a particular printing,the factory foreman is free to sch -
edule his production centers for the greatest efficiency. 
Production must be to the quantity ordered ;this is particul-
arly important if the raw tissue is used for both printed 
and plain carbons. The factory is held responsible at all 
times for any deviations from the ordered quantity without 
specific approval from the production scheduler. 
Production is reviewed daily by the scheduler by 
means of a personal check with the foreman. Any adjustments 
in scheduling or quantities are made at that time. 
At the conclusion of the printing run,the printing 
order (Figure )aii) is returned to the Planning Department 
for che ckoff of the order number and recording of the pounds 
of printed paper received. At all times the factory is held 
responsible for the accuracy of the figures furnished to 
Planning and to the Stock Control Department which mainta ins 
the inventory records for printed and raw paper . 
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5.Coating control system 
Although the cost of the carbonizing tissue in its 
raw state is high,the addition of pr int ing coats and finally 
a carbon coating cost doubles the value of the paper. The 
Planning Department is charged with the responsibility of 
maintaining as adequate inventory of coated carbon within the 
inventory valuations allowed by the financial policies of the 
company. At the same time the Planning Department also is 
responsible for scheduling eff icient production runs in the 
coa t ing department. 
To accomplish the latter objective,a long-rang e 
coating plan,Figure VI,covering a span of six months is set 
up. In laying out such a plan one-sixth of the total number 
of carbons are set up to be coated each month,one-quarter to 
be coated onue every three months,and the remaining carbons 
on ce every six months. Such a plan ijleans that factory runs 
of mor e than one day's production are possible for the first 
two group s;less than one day's run usually results from the 
third group. Even so, the. frequency of changes per machine is 
reduced to a very small number per month. It is impor tant 
t hat the yardage ordered be observed by the factory at all 
times so that the carbon inventory may be 1rept at the level 
established by the Planning Dea~rtment. The factory is res-
ponsible for the quantity ordered;only the production plan-
ner or scheduler can authorize an excess or deficiency in the 
quantity produced. 
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As with printing controls,the factory foreman is 
allowed flexibility in scheduling his production center s for 
the greatest efficiency • subject only to t h e priorities 
established by the scheduler. A dai1y personal eheck with 
the coating foreman reviews production progress and permits 
discussion of any changes in the schedule. Coating product-
ion is recorded on the Carbon Coating Order (Figure XXIII). 
On completion of the order the factory foreman returns it to 
the Planning Department for checkoff and a recording of pro-
duction. 
As each roll of coated carbon is completed a roll 
tag (Figure XXIV) is affixed to it as the first step in the 
subsequent aging and roll stock systems. All four sections 
of the tag are filled out by the coating operator,except 
for the location of the roll in storag e. As soon as t h e roll 
has been approved by the laboratory,it is ready to be put 
into storage or sent to the finishing· floor,accord ing to the 
requirements of the ag ing control system. 
6.Ag ing control system 
Because the ag ing <hf carbon is a ve r y important 
step in the manufacturing process,the responsibility for the 
release of the carbon to the finishing floor must rest with 
the Planning Department. By centralizing responsibility in 
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one department the control of thep arbon is placed in the 
hands of the planner or scheduler. Not until the roll is 
properly aged,or released in advance of ag ing,does the roll 
come within the jurisdiction of the carbon finishing fore-
man. How this is accomplished is outlined below. 
At specified times during the day factory personnel 
from the finishing floor will put the laboratory approved 
rolls in ag ing racks. At that time,sections B,C,and D will 
be removed from the roll tag and f orwarded to the Planning 
Department;on section D will be indicated the rack location 
of the roll. Planning will hold all three portions in its 
card file on roll carbon until the roll has aged the prescri-
bed leng th of time; if a roll which is not fully aged is :Be-
qui red in production the production planner or scheduler can 
release the roll after signing all portions of the tag . The 
finishing foreman can then secure the roll from the aging 
racks and reel it to the desired size for boxing. 
The normal processing routine differs from the above 
in t ha t the aged roll is moved from aging rack s to storage 
racks by authorization of the move ticket by Planning. When 
this move has been completed the storage rack location is 
marked on the move ticket and this portion returned to the 
foreman. He is responsible for indicating the rack location 
on his portion of t he tag and returning the move ticket to 
Planning hhere the new location is wr itten on section C of 
the roll tag. The finishing foreman received his portion 
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of the tag at the time the move ticket was sent to him as 
authorization to transfer a roll. \~~en the roll is put in-
to the storage area it becomes the f oreman 's responsibility 
and is available for his use. 
There are two exceptions to the above system;the 
first occurs when a roll of carbon does not require aging . 
After laboratory approval and before the roll has been put 
into the aging area,the production scheduler or planner will 
authorize the by-passing of this area by writing "Storag e" 
on the move ticket. All portions of the tag will remain with 
the roll tag until a storage location has been determined, 
at which time the finishing foreman will remove his portion 
and return sections C and D to the Planning Department with 
the location indicated. 
The second exception occurs when a roll of carbon 
is needed in production immediately. After laboratory ap-
proval and before the roll has been put into the aging area, 
the production planner or scheduler will write "Reel ~' on the 
move ticket and sign all por tions of the roll tag. This act-
ion authorizes the by-passing of the aging and storage areas 
and the movement of the roll to the reel can take place prom-
ptly. 
The responsibility for the ag ing of carbon and its 
movement from one location to another lies with the Planning 
Department at all times;the factory has no responsibility for 
the carbon until Planning releases a roll to it. 
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7.Roll stock control system 
Carbon is generally reeled in one of four leng-
ths - 29i ,33t,35t,and 39t inches - for use in cutting to 
standard sizes of boxed carbons. Since almost two hundred 
different varieties of carbon are currently being manufact-
ured,there are nearly eight hundred possible sizes of reeled 
carbon. Individual finishing orders may call for usag e of a 
few up to several thousand sheets of carbon;to maintain a 
perpetual sheet stock inventory of nearly eight hundred sizes 
with widely varying usages in any one item would be a task of 
h erculean proportions. Satisfactory controls,however,are 
available through the roll stock and sheet stock contr ol sy-
stems. 
From the finishing order issued to him the finish-
ing foreman has the responsibility of determining whether to 
take the required carbon from stock already reeled or to reel 
a roll of carbon to the specific finishing order. Assuming 
the decision is to reel the carbon,the foreman will issue a 
Carbon Cutting Order (Figure XXV)to his reelmen to cut the 
carbon to the desired size . Vfhen the roll has been used up 
the r oll tag from t h e roll and the foreman's portion of the 
tag ,along wi t h the cutting ord er,will be sent to Planning. 
All portions of the tag are matched up and destroye~y the 
Planning Department. 
Should the roll tag being returned to Planning 
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represent the last roll on hand of the carbon,the product-
iolfscheduler is advised and an inventory checking date is 
established;this date is set one to two months before the 
carbon would be exhausted,based on average usage. The inv-
entory check allows sufficient time so that more carbon can 
be coated and aged before it is needed. Based on the inven-
tory supplied to him,the scheduler fits the required coating 
into the long-range plan. 
If only a part of the roll is reeled,the factory 
has the responsibility of correcting its records for the bal-
ance remaining and any new storage location for the roll and 
advising Planning by forwarding the cutting order to it. 
Planning Department records are then corrected. 
Finally,any change in the location of a roll must 
be reported to Planning;this responsibility rests with the 
factory. 
8.Sheet stock control system 
Closely tied in with the roll stock control system 
is the sheet stock control system. As explained previously, 
the finishing foreman must decide where to secure the carbon 
needed to fill a finishing order. The roll stock control 
system covers the situation where he decides to reel carbon 
to a specific order. Most orders,however,can be filled from 
carbon which has been reeled and sheeted. The finishing 
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foreman has the responsibility of maintaining adequate sheet 
stock,within the control of the Planning Department. 
Planning responsibility rests in the establishment 
of sizes and quotas for shee t stock and the review of reeling 
activity to see that these quotas are not exceeded. Only on 
authorization can these be varied. 
When a tray of carbon has been exhausted the iden-
t i fication tag (Figure XXVI) will be turned in to the f oreman 
as notification to him of the need for replacement. At a time 
convenient in his reeling schedule,the foreman will have a 
new tray of carbon made up;when this has been done the old 
identification tag will be returned to Planning for check ing . 
Each identification tag will indicate the numb er of shee ts of 
carbon in t h e tray as well as oth er required data for labor-
atory control purposes. 
By means of the roll and sheet stock contr ol systems, 
the Planning Department can compare estimated and actual usage 
and ad just the coating schedule to insuve that a supply of 
aged carbon will be available to the finishing department 
when needed. 
9.Boxing control system 
As explained in section D-3 of this chapter,prov~ 
ision is made on the boxing schedule (Figure X) issued to the 
factory for checking the status of any controlled carbon fin~ 
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ishing order in the reeling,straightening,and boxing stage . 
To know this information at all times is the responsibility 
of the finishing for eman. Daily t he production scheduler 
ha s t h e correlated responsibility of bring ing his schedules 
up to date in this respect ;during the personal check of this 
information with t h e f oreman t h e sch eduler and t h e fo r eman 
can also make any adjustments in the boxing schedule and re-
v i ew the over all pr~duction picture. In spite of t he be st 
ef f orts to keep .all items in stock at all time s ,unusual or-
de r s may exhaust the boxed stock and it becomes necessary to 
know exactly when more will be available for shipping . 
Closely related to the ch eck on the controlled box-
ing progress,the production scheduler must also check t h e 
progress of any spec~al orders being processed by the factory. 
At all times the Planning Department must know the sta t us of 
production orders. 
In add ition to having the r esponsibility for the 
production progress of individual finish ing order s,the f in-
ish i ng department is also r e sponsible for compl eting the ord-
ers on t he day scheduled and for producing the exact quantity 
of boxes ordered. Only the Planning Department is authorized 
to vary the amount of boxing produced against an individual 
order. The finishing f oreman is to complete all order s as 
wr i tten or advise Planning if he cannot do so;the de cisions 
on vary ing t h e quant i t y to b e produced can then be made by 
Pl anning . 
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Inasmuch as the completion of a finishing order 
on the date scheduled and in the quantity ordered is t h e fin-
al step in producing carbon to satisfy cu stomer demand ,it is 
most important that the control system be followed . Fa il-
ure to do so may result in damage to the smooth flow of fill-
ing all shipp ing orders promptly . 
lO.Carbon mixtures control system 
As explained previously ,the we ekl y carbon mi xtures, 
or 11 dop e 11 , manufacturing schedules are d erived from t h e month-
l y dope schedule;th e production sch eduler arrang es the ma nu-
facturing sequence of individual lots of dop e according _to the 
need of t he coating schedule. The production foreman ha s the 
responsib ility of produ cing to t h e weekly schedule in the 
sequence ordered;variance from the schedule can be authorized 
only by the Planning Department. 
After the dope has been manufactured,the product-
ion department records the total pounds produced on the order 
(Figure XV II) and returns it to t h e Planning Department so 
t ha t a record of production can be made. 
In time the dope will be used in the coating pro -
cess and the coating foreman is responsibl e for advis ing Plan-
ning of t h e weekly usage of a particular dope. The f oreman 
is h eld accountable for the accuracy of this usage report at 
al l time s. 
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Beginning with a physical inventory the Planning 
Department is able by means of the completed manufacturing 
orders and the weekly usage report to compute an "On Hand 11 
figure as required. This information i.s utilized by the 
production scheduler in laying out the f ollowing week ' s sch-
edule. Therefore ,the production department is responsible 
for not only producing to the established schedule but also 
for maintaining proper usag e records . 
ll.Accounting for carbon production 
Most of the production forms used in the carbon 
department are complete records in themselves;after use by 
the Planning Department for its records,all production orders 
are forwarded to the Cost Depar t ment for audit and further 
use in its activities. All production f orms have been des-
i gned so that they can be coordinated for o t her uses in many 
departments* . 
In addition to serving as prime production r ecords , 
the various carbon orders are used to develop supplementary 
reports. These consist of: 
* 3,p.451 
l.daily coating report - summary by machines 
2.daily printing report - summary by machines 
3.daily grinding r eport - summary 
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4.daily reeling report - sun®ary of quantity 
reeled 
5.daily boxing report 
The first four reports are the responsibility of 
the factory;copies are routed to Planning f or its use, with 
additional copies being routed to the Cost Department and 
other supeFvisory officials. 
The daily boxing report must be the responsibility 
of the Planning Department because the completed production 
orders are turned over to it. This daily summary report 
(Figure ~!III ) is designed to inform the operating dep?rt-
ment of daily and cumulative production progress. It is com-
bined with the work load summary issued by the Planning De-
partment; this form is d iscussed in Chapter• V. In turn, the 
daily report serves as the basis for a weeldy summary report 
(Figure XXVII) which is issued to management of f icials. 
A production order,therefore,is the orig in of the 
subsequent reports whi ch f orm the basis of the Planning De-
partment and manag ement deci sions. The production depart-
ment is responsible at all times for the accuracy of the in-
formation recorded on the production order. Usin~ this in-
formation from the production orders and from the supplemen-
tary accounting reports des cribed above,the Planning Depart-
ment can determine its course of action with respect to car-
bon production. 
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IV.DEVELOPMENT OF RIBBON CONTROL PROGRAM 
A.Ribbon Manufact~ring Process 
The ribbon manufactu~ing process consists of ap-
plying ink to cloth as .:: the cloth passes through dies or rolls 
spreading the ink to uniform thickness. After the ink has 
penetrated the ·cloth the spooled ribbon is made up;this op-
eration is followed by accessory operations,~uch as silver-
tipping and the application of hooks and eyes,after which the 
ribbon is wrapped . incellophane and boxed for sale. 
Carter 1 s ribbons are made of cotton,silk,or nylon 
cloths. There ·are varying types of cloth within the broad 
classifications of cotton,silk,and nylon. These types of cloth 
are used for special machines which vary from the manual type-
writing machine in the manner in which they strike the ribbon 
or the force with which they strike. Cloths are generally 
classified as regular or heavy duty,depending upon their ul- . 
timate use. In addition,there are several widths of cloth, 
depending upon the machines in which they are to be used. Fin-
ally,the degree of application of ink will vary,depending on . 
the machine in which the ribbon is to be used. These degrees 
of inking vary from extra light to extra heavy,with the great-
est usage in the medium inking degree. This is the degree 
of inking generally used for manual typewriters. 
The most popular ribbons are all black,followed by 
a black and red combination. Solid blue ranks third,and blue 
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and red fourth. It is possible for the customer to secure 
other solid colors than black or blue,and other combination 
ribbons than black and red or blue and red. Carter's Ink 
ma kes ribbons in ~ sever.al branded lines and for private brand 
customers to add one furth er factor to the problem of control-
ling ribbon productiCbn. 
To summarize,the type of ribbon shipped to the cus-
tomer will depend upon his choice regarding: 
l.Carter o~ private brand ribbon 
2.cotton,silk,or nylon cloth 
3.regular or heavy duty cloth 
4.degree of inking desired 
s.solid color or bicolor ribbon 
6.machine on which is to be used 
The semi-finished processing stage is completed 
when t h e necessary cloth has been inked and approved by the 
laboratory. This semi-finished processing will take care of 
factors 2,3,4,and 5 of the list above. Finished processing 
op erations take car..e of factors 1 and 6. 
The finishing operations consist first of spooling 
or winding the properly inked cloth on to a spool designed for 
the machine on which the ribbon is to be used. Sp ecifications 
of the spool itself are set by the machine manufacturers and 
are standard throughout the industry. After spooling the rib-
bon is 11 stripped 11 ;this operation removes most of the ink on 
the ribbon from the free end so that this portion can t h en be 
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coated with a fast drying silver ink. The purpose of silver-
tipping the end of the ribbon is to prevent smudging and trans-
fer of the ink to the hands of the person changing the ribbon. 
Scheduling this phase of operations is complicated by the fact 
that not all spoolings require silvertipping,and a balance 
between those ribbons which do not and those which do require 
silvertipping must be maintained in order to keep the prod-
uction line flowing smoothly. 
In addition,the various machines for which ribbons 
are supplied require various types of fittings or accessor-
ies;these include hooks and eyes,clips,grommets,and holes pun-
ched in the cloth. As with silvertipping,a careful balance 
of production through these operations is necessary. The re-
maining operations in producing a ribbon consist of wrapping 
the ribbon in cellophane - by machine or by hand - and of 
boxing the ribbon in the properly marked cover and base and 
into a finished box of one or one-half dozen size. After these 
operations are completed the ribbon is ready for shipment to 
the customer. 
Carter's Ink Co. also makes ribbons for such spec-
ialized machines as time clocks,ticket machines,addressograph 
machines,and several others which generally require specialty 
fitting s of thetr own. These ribbons are not made on the 
regular production line because of their specialized charact-
eristics;for this ~eport,however,they will be discussed in 
the section of this chapter dealing with the boxing control 
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system. 
The above description of the ribbon manufacturing 
process points out the essential difference between carbon 
and ribbon finishing department activities. The carbon de-
partment utilizes a standard semi-finished product,namely 
coated carbon of a particular type,and makes a finished pro-
duct of many varieties. On the other hand,the ribbon depart-
ment often does not utilize a standard semi-finished product 
and often does not finish . it to a standard product. 
B.Former Production Control Systems 
The former production control systems were depend-
ent upon a monthly inventory of finfushed stock. Production 
was ordered to finish ribbons to a stock quota;this replace-
ment system was inadequate because it did not consider month-
ly fluctuations in either sales or production. As with most 
replacement systems,stocks were not kept in proper balance 
nor were methods provided for weekly or d.aily schedules which 
could be adjusted for withdrawal of stock at a faster rate 
than anticipated. Production follow-up activities consisted 
of daily checks by the Planning Department on inking progress 
and a review of the weekly production report to determine ov-
erall progress. 
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Coordination of sales,production,and inventory 
plans was obtained only on a very rough scale because of the 
lack of detailed control systems during manufacturing and de-
tailed production pl~nning procedures prior to manufacturing. 
This lack was pointed out by the work-in-process valuation 
which ran far higher than would have resulted if proper con-
trol systems and planning were in effect. 
One of the primary purposes of work-in-process 
control is to reduce the investment ties up in this phase of 
prod.uction-r.·. Some of the corollary objectives of work-in-pro-
cess control are: 
l.better information on status of an order 
2.reduction of manufacturing cycle 
3.more accurate prediction of delivery dates 
It can be seen that only a rudimentary production 
planning and control sys tem existed prior to 1953 when the 
ribbon contr ol program outlined was begun. Existing systems 
d~d not provide for the cont r ols necessary to efficiently 
coordinate all elements of activity and keep the investment 
in work-in-process down to a practi-cal figure. Planning was 
not doing its job properly and the management of the company 
was dissatisfied. 
The systems which are outlined in this chapter are 
designed to g ive the Planning Department the rig id control 
over the ribbon department that it should exercise,reduce 
* 12,pp.351-356 
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work-in-process investment,allow factory flexibility,and~ im­
prove cu s tomer service . The writer believes that they sat-
isfy management's desire for improvements over former prod-
uction control systems. 
C.Focal Points of Control 
As outlined in Chapter I,the ribbon control program 
has t vm focal points around which its operations center. 
These ar e the spooling operation for ribbons in sufficient 
demand to be stocked in advance of customer orders,and the 
ink ing operation for ribbons which have to be inked before a 
customer's order can b e filled. This d i stinction between the 
two types of ribbons is carried through all operations with 
spparate inking machines and spooling department being pro-
vided to handle the specialty order s. There are some ink ings 
which have enough usag e to be made up and held for orders,but 
the spooling s on which this cloth is used are not popular e-
nough to be stocked;the specialty department processes t h ese 
orders after the shipping order is received. 
The control systems to be outlined for spooling and 
ink ing operations are designed to insure that the production 
of stock ribbons flo ws smoothly through t h e spooling process 
and that the ink ing of cloth for a customer order is complet-
ed promptly. 
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D.Revised Production Con trol Systems 
The remainder of this chapter will b e devoted to 
the revised production control systems for the ribbon depart-
ment as developed by t he wr iter . As men tioned previously, 
a r i bbon contr ol program wa s not instituted during 1953 ;th e 
systems which follow,therefore,are believed to be the ones 
b est su i t ed for t h e ribbon d~partment in givfung to the Plan-
ning pepartment the control it should exercise over the prod-
uction department operations,while still allowing flexib ility 
to the factory in a djusting for daily occurrences. 
Monthly production planning and scheduling systems 
will be ou. tl ined first, follo wed by the breakdovm into vveekly 
and da ily planning systems,and t h en proceeding to the indiv-
idual control systems. 
l.Monthly production planning and scheduling . 
Monthly production planning and scheduling f or the 
ribbon department centers around the distinction between con-
trolled stock items and those whi ch are produced for one of 
three categories: 
l.minimum-maximum stock replacemen t systems 
2.unboxed stock on the production flo or 
3.customer orders 
Except f or the add ition of an unboxed stoclc, the non-
contr olled categories of ribbon sales are the same as carbon. 
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For ribbon, however,a large percentage of inking production 
is devoted to the requirements for unboxed and finished 
shelf-controlled items. This introduces complications in 
determining production requirements,particularly machine time 
and materials needed. A greater tolerance is f igured i n pro-
duction requirements to allow for these complications. 
Factory product i on performance is reviewed at the 
end of each month by the Planning Department;after tak ing into 
consideration the sales and inventory activity for the same 
period,the Planning Department advises the ribbon department 
of the requir ed production for the f ollowing month;see Figure 
III. Barring extreme fluctuations in sales,production,or 
inventory activity or pihlicy,all adjustments in operating re-
quirements are spread over a t wo or three months period so 
t hat personnel changes can be made in orderly fashion. 
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Detailed monthly production plans are laid out by 
the production planner for the following activities: 
l.boxing for controlled items 
2.ribbon inking 
3.ribbon ink manufacture 
The master boxing plan of contr olled items (Figure 
XA~III) is based on the estimated production r equirement for 
a boxed ribbon as derived from the overall production plan. 
Controlled items are divided into groups,with each individ-
ual item repre senting a percentage of its group. Periodic 
reviews are made of these percentages so that each item will 
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remain in proper r elationsh ip to the group total as sales 
activity changes for the group. Estimated sales,production, 
and Boston inventory are plotted for each item in the cont-
rolled category,using the controlled sales card (Figure II). 
Using the Boston inventory as a guide,necessary ad justments 
in production requirements are made and total production for 
each item in the various groups is planned for the month. 
Production is distributed to the various weeks,balancing each 
week according to the number of work days per week. 11 In pro-
cess" work is considered as part of the first week 1 s p roduct-
ion requirement. It should be noted here that the boxing 
control syste~ to be outlined below is d esigned to r educe the 
work-in-process to only a few hours production. 
The master boxing plan provides for t h e computation 
of the number of yards of inked cloth needed to produce the 
ribbons ordered. These figures are shown in t h e last f our 
columns of the boxing plan. From the master boxing plan the 
production planner proceeds to the ribbon inking schedule (Fig-
ure XXIX). Inking requirements for controlled boxing are tran-
sfijrr ed from the boxing plan to the inking schedule in the 
"Box Yards" column. To these fi gures are added that portion 
of an inking's average monthly usage which is NOT used in con-
trolled bo.xing; the sum of the two columns produces the "Total 
Yards 11 required which may then be adjusted to produce the 
11 Net Yards Required". The net yards required is correlated 
to the total estimated inking r equirements for that portion 
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which is controlled by the Planning Department. Twenty 
inking s are included . in this category,being the ones used 
in contr olled boxing . 
The remaining inking requirement of the total a-
mount estimated is derived from requests for ink ing for cus-
tomer orders and from the inkings which are carried in unbox-
ed. stock but which are not high enough in usage to be control-
led by Planning . In the former group are several hundred ink-
ings,and approximately sixty inking s in the latter group. 
Both of these categories,however,are considered non-controlled. 
They constitute the p ercent diffe r ence between the planned 
ink ing percent and one hundred percent of cloth usage as shown 
on the Cloth Usage Summary (Figure XXX). This form is based 
on the ribbon inking schedule and the remaining inking requi-
rement discussed immedia tely above. The Cloth Usage Summary 
is issued for Stock Control Department use only. 
Returning to the Ribbon Inking Schedule (Figure XXIX), 
the controlled inkings are assigned to one of five production 
centers,depending on the type of cloth and degree of inking 
requir ed,with consi der ation also of machine capabilities. 
Net yards required are distributed through t he weeks of the ~ 
month mn an even loading for each center. From the net yards 
fi gure can be computed the pounds of ink required and the cloth 
yards required as sho~n in the last four columns of t h e ink-
ing schedule. 
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The ribbon ink production schedule (Figure XXXI) 
developed by t h e p r odu ction planner is similar to t he car-
bon dope production schedule in its purpose. The 11 Requirad11 
column indicates not only the p ounds of i nk required for con-
trolled ink ing but also an allowance for the ink which will 
b e used for non-controlled inlc i ngs. The "Total Required" a-
mount i s ad justed for the inventory at the beginning of t h e 
month to produce the net pounds to be made. Net pounds is 
d istributed through t h e month,and a f uture month s usage is 
estimated for Stock Control Department use in purchasing ch em-
icals. The "We ekly lVIake 11 figures shown on this sch edule are 
used by t h e production scheduler in issuing manufacturing 
orders (Figure XVII) to the Grinding Room . 
Copies of the monthly production schedules are pro-
vid~d to the factory foreman responsible for production;cop-
ies of the ~:!loth Usage Summary and ink production schedule :. 
are provided for the Stock Cont r ol Department as explained 
above. 
2. Weekly production planning and scheduling 
Based on the monthly ribbon master schedules laid 
out by t he production planner ,the production sch eduler makes 
his weekly schedules. The f ollowing weekly schedules are is-
sued: 
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l.boxing schedules - one per day 
2.inking 
3.Grinding Room - ink manufacture 
In laying out the boxing schedules t h e production 
scheduler gives consideration to a special review made by 
him once a week of boxed ribbons;this review is designed to 
establish the priority of production as well as to pick up 
any adjustments mecessary in the monthly production plan as 
t h e result of fluctuating usage of a stock item. This review 
enables the scheduler to mod ify the master plan if withdraw-
als from stock are being made faster than anticipated. The 
scheduler has available to him approximately 2~ of controlled 
boxing capacity for additions to the master plan;this allows 
flexibi lity in keeping stock items on the shelves . 
Figure XXXII shows the boxing schedules issued to 
t he factory three days in advance of the boxing date so that 
production materials can be secured from the Stores Depart-
ment . Provision is made on the boxing load sheet for pro-
duction progress record ing . 
The we ekly inking schedule (Figure XXXIII ) is laid 
out by production centers , with similar ma chines being group-
ed to form a center. Bacause of the tremendous variety of 
ink ings possible the five production centers are not schedul-
ed to capacity except in emergencies;reserve capacity is 
available for special inkings and ink ings ordered on a min-
imum-maximum replacement system. Further description of the 
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inking control system follows in section D-5 below. As long 
as the total requirement from a production center is made by · 
the factory within the time allowed the foreman has complete 
flexibility in assigning production orders to a particular 
machine. 
The ink manufacturing schedule is incorporated 
with the carbon dope schedule on the same form (Figure XIII). 
The weekly schedule is drawn from the monthly plan;because 
of limited storage facilities,however,the delivery of ink 
from the Grinding Room to the ribbon department is dependent 
upo~ the rate of usage. The monthly plan is subject to con-
siderable adjustment as usage fluctuates during the weeks. 
In this respect the master plan is less rigid than the compar-
able carbon dope manufacturing schedule. However,for control 
purposes the ink manufacturing schedule is valuable. Ink 
manufacturing orders are issued at the same time as the rel-
ease of the Grinding Room schedule on Mohdays. 
As with weekly carbon schedules,weekly ribbon sch-
edules must be approved by the production planner before is-
suance. 
3.Daily production review 
The information used by the production scheduler 
in his daily production review is obtained in three ways: 
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l.actual production orders completed 
2.personal check with foreman 
3.reports from the production department 
F inished boxed stock from the ribbon department 
is sent to t he inventory and packup area on completion of the 
production process. Before the production orde r is approved 
and turned illn to the Planning Department the count is checked. 
Completed order s are then marked off against the box~ng sch-
edule. By receiving all completed orders from the ribbon de-
partment Planning is able to compute a daily and cumulative 
production report. '- This information serves as a guid~ in fol-
lowing progress against monthly plans. 
Supplementing the daily production report,the sch-
eduler also makes a daily personal check of progress with t h e 
foreman to review: 
l.boxing progress 
2.spooling progress 
3.inking progress 
A personal eheck of boxing progress is important 
because finished ribbons are sent to the inventory area in lots 
of several hundred dozen at a time. Should a load be complet-
ed but not released from the production floor,the actual box-
ing production could be understated. Over a month's time this 
will balance out;within a shorter period of time,however,the 
actual boxing figure could b e d istorted. The personal check 
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by t he scheduler enables him to secure information to sup-
plement the production report. 
A check of spooling progress is more i mportant 
than the boxing ch eck just discussed since spooling activ~ 
ity sets t h e pace for boxing activity. The scheduler's p er-
sonal ch eck g ives advance information on the boxing p roduct-
ion and permits ad justments or additions if necessary . It 
should be noted t hat a s~parate schedule for spooling is not 
issued;Figure XXXII shows the provision made for the spooling 
operation on the boxing load sh eet. 
The inking progress r ev i ew made by t he scheduler 
enables him to make adjustments to the schedules in accord-
ance . .-~Vith actual progress to date. This is particularly i m-
portant because of t h e many ink i ng s which ma y be required i n 
I t h e cour se of a week s work . Cloth for stock production is 
ink ed approx i mately one week in advance of spooling ;these 
i nking s are granted priority in a s s i gning production ord er s 
because of t heir i mpo r tance in the overall pl ans. In addi t-
i on , industrial inking s r equire careful con s ideration in ink-
i ng pl ans since sub sequent production operations are more ex-
a.cting _t p.a:n· regul ar production f or t yp ewr iter usage. The daily 
checlc on ink ing enabl es the scheduler and f oreman to keep the 
load properly balan ced f or the production cen ter s so that 
stock and spe cialty inlc ings are compl eted on time . 
Spe cialty inkings play an important part in usage 
of ink during the week . By making a daily check on inking 
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progress the scheduler can follow ink usage and maintain 
liason between the needs of the ribbon department and the 
Grino.ing Room producing the inks. 
Adjustments to production schedules can be talked 
over during these personal ehecks;cooperation on chang es or 
expedi ting is furthered. Production problems can be outlin-
ed and ways to correct them planned;closer cooperation between 
Planning and the ribbon department will result . Responsibil-
ity for the accuracy of the information given to t he Planning 
Depar t ment is placed on the production department*. This is 
particularly true of the inking progress because of the nec-
essity of supplying information to the Sales Department on 
the status of the production of non-stock orders. 
The third source of production information is a 
daily report of i nking by machines (Figure XXXIV). This re-
port make s possible a comparison between actual production 
per day with the production requirement per day set forth in 
the monthly estimate . 
The combination of completed production orders re -
ceived by the Planning Department,personal che ck by the sch-
eduler,and a production report from t he ribbon department en-
ables the Planning Department to stay abreast of the ribbon 
department's progress in relation to the monthly production 
requ irements . 
-~~ 13, pp .ll8-119 
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Even though the production of the r ibbon depart-
ment is quite varied,with many individual orders in process 
at any one time,the writer does not believe that complex 
forms and systems are necessary. The relatively simple forms 
illustrated suffice for all exc~pt the infrequent cases where 
large orders require special scheduling;in such cases the 
Gantt chart principle of sc~eduling* has been used success-
fully. 
4.Spooling control system 
The spooling control system to be outlined below 
applies to the spooling operation itself and to the subseq-
uen t operations of s t ripping,silvertipping ,applying fittings, 
and wrapping. Spooling control is closely tied in with the 
boxinc control for that portion of production which is made 
for stock. Certain industrial orders also come under this 
close control. Both activities are handled on one form,the 
boxing load sheet (Figure XXXII). 
Requirements for controlled stock items utilize 
approximately 75% of available spooling capacity. The remain-
ing capacity is utilized in producing shelf-controlled stock 
items and unboxed stock items,larger orders (ten dozen or more 
* 5,chapter 28 
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of one spooling) for specialties,and for industrial orders 
of the t yp e mentioned above. Through coordination with the 
planner and order clerk the production scheduler knows what 
portion of capacity will be needed for stock and the other 
items just mentioned • . Stock spooling will be adjusted for 
non-stock itams more than is the case in carbon boxing be-
cause of the fact that so many varying orders can be run ~ 
through this same location more efficiently than would res-
ult if the entire load were put on the specialty spoolerA. 
For this r eason the r e is a greater flexibility of scheduling 
allowed;within the week,however,the total production of con-
trolled items must be completed. Should an overload occur it 
is the planner's responsibility to decide whether stock or 
non-stock ha.,s priority. In establishing the daily boxiY"l..g 
schedule the scheduler must balance the load so that the var-
ious spoolings with their varying production specifications 
are included in a combination that permits a smooth worlc flow. 
The actual production sequence is established by the foreman 
as long as the daily load is met. Because several brands 
may use the same cloth and fittings it is possible to sched-
ule long production runs through the spooling operation with 
the scheduler asking for unboxed production on the production 
order;see Figure XXXV. At the boxing operation the unboxed 
stock will be split among the several brands and completed 
as r equested. 
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The scheduler also has the responsibility for 
control of those items needed for shelf-controlled stock and 
for unboxed stock. ~nerever possible these must be run with 
the same spoolings being made for controlled stock in order 
to ach!eve the greatest production efficiency. 
Production is reviewed daily by the scheduler by 
means of the personal check with the foreman. Any adjust-
ments in scheduling can be made at that time. 
5.Inking control system 
Production in the ribbon inking department is as-
signed to production centers consisting of similar machines 
in each center. The weekly schedule (Figure XXXIII ) g ives 
the foreman authority to assign individual production orders 
(Figure XXXVI) to any machine within a center. As mentioned 
previously,inking for stock controlled items is done approx-
imately one week in ad~ance of the spooling need for t h e 
cloth involved. This allows sufficient leeway for adjust-
ments to cover absenteeism,machine breakdowns,or other prod-
uction d ifficulties. 
In establishing his inking schedule the production 
schedul er must take into consideration not only the load al-
ready on a center in te1~s of timeir,but also any known spec-
* 2,p.l09 
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ialty or industrial orders whi ch will occupy substantial 
machine time. By means of the personal check daily the fore-
man and scheduler will know the load remaining on a center 
and can deciae on action to be taken. This is particularly 
important beca-use of the many smaller inkin§ orders which 
must be work ed into the s chedule and completed promptly to 
adequately service customer orders. 
Based upon the customer's request for a certain 
cloth or upon the need to replace a minimum-maximum system 
controlled cloth,the ribbon department originates a request 
for inking. The scheduler issues the necessary order to cov-
er the request. It is the responsibility of the f oreman and 
scheduler to assign a production center where the inking will 
be done and to follow progress through their daily che cks . 
Through the~se reviews any adjustments or reassignments can be 
arranged so that both stock and special inkings are completed 
on time . 
The inking contr ol system is tied in t o the ribbon 
ink production by the Grinding Room through the daily checks. 
As explained previously,usage is dependent not only on stock 
inking production, but also on the.~~demand created by specialty 
inkings. The scheduler is responsible for ordering ink prod-
uction. During his daily review with the foreman future re-
quirements can be established and the necessary manufacturing 
ordered. 
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The inlcing control system outlined is dependent 
to a great extent upon the accuracy of the information sup-
plied by the production department to t h e sch eduler. The 
production department is responsible for this accuracy . 
Dail y reviews are an important part of t h e ink i ng control 
s y stem b e cause they enable both the factory and Planning to 
remain abr east of production progress. The writer believes 
t hat t h i s is t h e best system for t h e exchange of such inf orm-
ation. 
6 . Box ing control system 
The ribbon boxing control system consists of t wo 
parts - t h e f i rst deals with t h e boxing of stock items, and t h e 
second with the boxing of specialty and wide ribbons. 
Weekly and daily boxing schedules (Figure XXX II) 
a re d erived from the monthly ma ster plan prepared by t h e pro-
duct i on planner,supplemented by weekly stock rev i ews by t h e 
scheduler. To the controlled boxin~ r equir ement s are a dded 
large specialty orders a nd industrial orders not made from 
wide ribbons. Inf ormation on boxing progress is derived from 
t h e completed production o r ders (Figure X:XXV) turn ed in to the 
Planning Depart~ent and from a daily check with the fore man 
of the d epartment. The scheduler is responsible for mak ing 
any adju s t ments necessary to keep finish ed production flowing 
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from the floor;th ese adjustments are made at the time of the 
personal check with the foreman. In addition,production of 
large specialty and industrial orders are shown on boxing 
schedules and are treated the same as controlled boxing. 
The production foreman is responsible for producing 
ribbons on the day scheduD:1d~ Complete flexibility is allow-
ed to him to produce any time in that day as long as the 
total requirement is completed as planned. Departmental plan-
ning sets the spooling and boxing schedules within the prod-
uction day. This allows flexibility to take advantage of long 
runs. As mentioned previously,spooling orders for similar 
cloth and spooling are combined to make these long runs. At 
the boxing operation the unboxed ribbons are divided among 
several brands in accordance with the boxing schedule and fin-
ished as requested. The boxing load sheet contains provis-
ions for this two-step operation. 
The boxing control system for specialty ribbons, 
industrial wide ribbons,and other wide ribbons is less direct 
and is more dppendent upon foreman responsibility in complet-
ing orders on time. Control eonsists of a rev i ew of the list 
prepared by the order clerk showing the orders scheduled for 
shipment that day. The scheduler,by knowing tha status of 
inking production,can determine whether the desired shipping 
date can be met and can so advise the order clerk. 
By proper departmental contr ol the foreman at all 
times can stay abreast of his progress in accordance w~th the 
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boxing schedule. Through consultation with the Planning 
Department both foreman and scheduler can deter mine their 
course of action to see that stocks are maintained at their 
proper levels and that customer orders are shipped on time. 
7.Accounting for ribbon production 
As with carbon forms,most of the p r oduction forms 
used in t he ribbon department are complete records in t h em-
selve s;after use by the Planning Department for its records, 
all orders are forwarded to t he Cost Department for aud it 
and further use in its activities. All forms have been co-
ordinated with other departments for the most ef f icient use 
by all. 
Besides serving as prime production record s t h e 
various r ibbon production orders are used to develop supple-
mentary i nk ing production reports (Figure XXXIV) and a daily 
boxing report(Figure ~~II). The ink ing report is issued 
by t h e f a ctory to show production by inking mach ine. On the 
other hand,the boxing report is the responsibility of the 
Planning ~epartm ent since completed orde r s are turned over 
to it .- This ~ epo;rt . sP.ows daily and cumulative progress and 
is combined with work load summary to be discussed in the 
next chapter. This da i ly r eport,in turn,is t he basis of 
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a we ekly summary issued to management officials (Figure 
XXVII). 
Using t he information from the completed prod-
uction or ders and from the supplementary r eport from t he 
factory t he Planning Depar t ment can determine its cour se 
of act ion with respect to ribbon production. 
V. SHIPPING ORDER CON·rROL AND PRODUCT I ON CONTROL 
A. Effect of Shipping Order on Focal Points of 
Control 
As pointed out in Chapter II of this report,car-
bon and ribbon sales are made up of many items,some of which 
can be produced before an order is received,and others which 
cannot be started until an order is received. Since the high 
percentage of production time devoted to the manufacture of 
non-controlled items is directly dependent upon the shipping 
orders received,it is important that the volume be known and 
controlled so that it can be correlated with production of 
stock items. In addition,the shipping order and the product-
ion order accompanying it vitally affect the focal points of 
control. Thus the person who processes shipping orders and 
issues production orders must be a member of the Planning De-
partment so that proper coordination with the production con-
trol function can be maintained . This requirement was ful-
filled during 1953,so that all shipping orders are now rout-
ed through the Planning Department before processing by ship-
ping personnel. 
The shipping order calling for a non~stock or 
shelf~controlled carbon or ribbon item affects the focal 
points of control in one of two ways: 
l.initiates production of a non-stock item 
2.withdraws shelf-controlled stock to the re-
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order point so that replacement product-
ion is initiated 
Focal point of control in the carbon department 
is the roll and sheet stock inventory. The finishing fore-
man has the responsibility of determining whether to secure 
the requj.red amount of carbon paper from sheet stock or from 
roll stock. Withdrawal from sheet stock means that eventual-
ly the reeling of carbon must take place to replace the sheets 
used. The sheet and roll stock control systems then come 
into play and the production scheduler is made 2~~re of the 
degree of activity taking place in a particular carbon;the 
control systems tell him what action must be taken to replace . 
stock. Essentially,therefore,the effect on the carbon focal 
point produces a · somewhat delayed reaction that the sheet 
and roll stock control systems pick up. 
There are two focal points in the ribbon depart..;. 
ment control program. The first is the spooling operation, 
and the second is tha inking operation. Shipping orders with-
drawing stock to the reorder point cause the reaction to cen-
ter on the first focal point,since the spooling operation 
controls production of controlled,shelf-controlled,and un-
boxed stock. A production order calling for a completely 
non-stock item would effect the second point of control-the 
irucing operation. The length of time required to ink the cloth 
is the major determinant of shipping time,because product-
ion time in subsequent steps is relatively small. 
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The direct relationship of the shipping order and/ 
or production order on the focal points of control becomes 
more evident when the Sales Department requests the shipping 
date for a specialty item. Factory foremen must check the 
focal points first and determine a shipping date fro m this 
check and their knowledge of the work load. 
A shipping order withdrawing controlled stock caus-
es a delayed reaction on the focal points of control because 
the level of stock determines when a particular controlled 
item w±ll be manufactured. 
It is be,cause of these very important effects which 
the shipping order has on the focal points that the order 
clerk processing orders is a member of the Planning Depart-
ment. Coordination with production control activities is 
furthered. 
B.Coordination with Production Control 
Coordination of shipping order control with prod-
uction control is an important part of the work of the order 
clerk processing the shipping orders. It is the duty of pro-
duction control to know tha status of production at all times 
so that: 
l.better information on the status of an order 
will be available 
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2.more accurate prediction of delivery dates 
will be possible* 
3.work load is lcnown so that it can be kept as 
uniform as possible** 
Inasmuch as the shipping order is the basic cause 
of the work load on the factory,the load set up by the order 
clerk must be coordinated with the overall production control 
plans. The production scheduler,through the control systems, 
knows the status of the production activity and can deter-
mine necessary adjustments in the work loads to see that ship-
ping dates are met. Knowing factory work loads makes better 
prediction of delivery dates possible. 
The coordination of shipping order control with pro-
duction control is obtained in several ways: 
l.notification to scheduler of unusual size 
orders for controlled items so that invent-
ory levels can be checked 
2.notification to scheduler of unusual size 
orders for a particular carbon or r ibbon 
3.check with scheduler on delivery of an 11 0ut 11 
item 
4.check with planner or scheduler on availabil-
ity of materials and/or production for dec-
ision on possible backordering 
* 12,pp.351-356 
** lO,pp.l00-103 
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5.eheck with scheduler on general production 
activity and progress 
6.check with planner and sch eduler on measures 
being taken to alleviate a work overload 
?.advise planner and scheduler of status of or-
ders due for shipment 
8.recording of work load by the order clerk 
This last point is very important because in main-
taining the record of the application of work load,the order 
clerk is made aware ,of the effect of the production orders 
on the overall production picture. Completed production or-
ders determine the reduction of the work load made in any one 
day. Daily this information is p a ssed to the factory super-
vtsor and his foremen so that they can make proper ad just-
ments of the direction of production to keep materials flow-
ing for the filling of shipping orders. 
The daily surnmary report on work load,Figures 
XXXVII and XXXVIII,is so designed that the daily production 
report is combined with it. In addition,provision is made 
for a record of order activity. 
The first sheet provides the record of order act-
ivity for both customer orders and transfer volume. Quantity 
of customer orders is important because it shows the degree 
of activity in the local sales area as well as indicating 
the degree of activity for specialty items from other sales 
areas;most specialty items are made at Boston as t hey cannot 
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be supplied by the branches. 
This first sheet also provides the status of the 
work load on the r ibbon department. The second sheet pro-
vides the same information for the carbon department. A 
b r eakdown by type of production is made so that the data 
prepared daily can be accumulated at the end of the week to 
mak e t he weekly production report (Figure XXVII). The pro-
duction due for the previous day is indicated,followed by 
the actual production for t hat day. Planned production is 
shovm,followed by t h e cumulative actual and planned product-
ion figures. Comparison of these columns shows the status 
of production progress through the month. 
The remaining columns of the report show t h e load 
remaining on the factory. These fi gures point up the load 
which f aces the fa ctory;they are of great value to t h e Plan-
ning Department and the factory supervision in adjus t ing the 
working foree to meet the load on the various production cen-
ters. 
In add ition,there is another value from the summary 
which is of indirect as s istance to the factory. Prior to its 
introduction it was difficult fo r Planning and the f actory 
to answer complaints from the Sales Department regarding ship-
ping dates. The volume of production required for any type 
of product was not known;the work load summary makes it pos-
sible to establish definite figur e s on the production requi-
rement ahead. This results in a more accurate approach to 
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the probl em of giving shipping dates to the Sales Depart-
ment. The information is of value to all persons concerned 
with the production and shipping of orders. 
Summarizing this section,we find that coordinat-
ion of the shipping order control with the production cont~ 
rol function is achieved in a direct way through discussion 
by the order clerk and the scheduler of individual problems 
in production posed by specific shipping orders. Coordinat-
ion is achieved in an indirect way through development of the 
basic inf ormation needed for the work load summary by the 
order clerk,followed by the issuance of the load summary it-
self. The combination of direct discussion and the load sum-
mary report make it possible to coordinate shipping order 
control with production control. 
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VI.CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
It was pointed out in Chapter I of this report 
that the carbon control program was instituted in 1953 and 
the systems contained herein were drawn up. In the interven-
ing period of time experience has been gained in the ~alues 
to be derived from a rigid production control system. 'rhe 
systems which the writer has outlined have been revised where 
necessary in the light of this experience in the belief that 
even greater value can be derived from a properly set up and 
administered production control system. 
The carbon control program has resulted in improve& 
service in the shipping of stock items,savings in labor 
costs through efficiencies resulting from longer production 
runs,reductions in raw and semi-finished inventory valuations 
through more accurate production planning,and savings result-
ing from a more stable employment level. At the same time 
the flexibility allowed to the factory has been reduced only 
where such past flexibility has pro-eed to be damaging to the 
overall objectives of control the management of Garter's Ink 
Co. wished to see accomplished. The writer does not believe 
that flexibility should be allowed to the factory beyond the 
amount established by the control systems. 
The ribbon control program outlined in this report 
is designed to bring the ribbon department up to the stand-
ard of control exercised for the carbon department and to 
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improve service from the ribbon department. The writer be-
lieves that the savings outlined for the carbon department 
will be duplicated in the ribbon department through t h e ap-
plication of the control systems outlined. 
Much of the success of the carbon and ribbon pro-
duction control program,however,is dependent on proper dep-
artmental planning and control of its internal operations. 
Although substantial efficiencies and savings have resulted 
from the carbon contr ol program,the writer believes that even 
greater benef its would result if departmental planning and 
control were improved. 
In conclusion,the writer believes that the control 
systems outlined in this report satisfy management's object-
ives for improvements in control a nd service in order that 
the Carbon and Ribbon Division may continue its growth ,and 
re commends t ha t attention be directed to the problem of im-
proving departmental planning and contr ol so t hat still 
greater b enefits will be derived from the carbon and ribbon 
production control program. 
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APPENDIX 
The following pages contain samples of the forms 
used in the carbon and ribbon production control 
program outlined in this report 
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Used for 
non-stock 
carbon items 
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